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Overview

 Traditional conversion

 Evaluating current process

 Keeping the end result in mind

 Pilot testing

 Is there another way?



Traditional vs Another Way

 Traditional process
 Read multiple paper docs, add features 

Generate Geometric Network

QC by reading map data, multiple paper docs





 Another Way
 T2000 network model has established

relationships

 Eval method to use this data to good effect



Engineering Model to GIS

 T2000 Engineering model relates nodes/lines

 T2000 has no GIS attributes loaded (no 

geometry)

 Engineers use same source docs to keep up to 

date

 Blessed with a good CAD cablepath overview 

(thank you Ernest and company!)

 Good naming conventions in model (From MH to 

MH and CktNbr)



Non-graphic Model to GIS

 Verify existence of manhole and vault locations 

for every referenced name

 Establish centroid point with standardized name 

for each manhole and vault (Bus nodes)

 Parse line data to establish from/to associations

 Generate exploded clockface unique bus point 

locations

 Render lines from/to unique bus points (Sticks)



Collaborated Requirements



Converted Manhole and Duct



Bus Node Expansion



Bus Node – Cable Splice



Bus Node – Mole (Secondary)



Sticks and Stones



Repositioned Nodes



Delivered Data Test



Selected Line



Selected Line Attribs



Selected Line Run



Evaluate Data Usability

 Validate existence of all referenced 

lines/bus points

 Verify no duplicates

 Establish Geometric Network and test 

overall connectivity

 Add needed attributes to GIS model for data 

loading and comparison

 Deliver data to vendor for use in conversion



Results

 Vendor was able to utilize 100% of the data

 Allowed vendor to focus on map standards

 Quickly evaluate source documents for 

verification

 Maintained geometric network relationships

 Automated QC to validate model delivered

 Vendor was able to produce a better product in 

the time alloted


